Interactions between colour and luminance contrast in the perception of motion.
It has been demonstrated widely that at isoluminance moving chromatic stimuli are seen to be stationary or moving more slowly than their luminance counterparts. We have examined the effect on perceived velocity of adding luminance contrast to an isoluminant chromatic stimulus. We show that moving luminance contrast 'captures' colour so that a combined colour and luminance stimulus is seen moving as a unified percept. However, in the presence of colour contrast, significantly higher levels of luminance contrast are required to achieve a veridical velocity than for monochromatic stimuli with only luminance contrast. We show that this interactive effect between colour and luminance contrast cannot be fully explained by a threshold masking of luminance by colour contrast. The effect suggests that a breakdown in the veridical perception of velocity should be expected for colours with a wide range of associated luminance contrasts and not just for those at the point of isoluminance.